Mod. 01/12/2015 – NUMERO 04
(VERS. AUTORIZZ. GENITORI INGLESE)

Cave di Castrezzato srl – Località Bargnana- 25030 Castrezzato – P.IVA COD. FISC. 03482610178 -

MINOR’S AUTHORISATION
Having parental authority on behalf of a minor son/daughter
The undersigned Mr (Father’s data)……..................................................………………………………………
born at ................................................................................................ on the ........./........./............
resident at ........................................................................................................................................
The undersigned Mrs (Mother’s data)……..................................................……………………………………
born at ..................................................................................................... on the ........./........./........
resident at ........................................................................................................................................
Having parental authority on behalf of a minor son/daughter
The undersigned Mr (Driver’s data)……..................................................………………………………………
born at ................................................................................................. on the ........./........./............
resident at .........................................................................................................................................
take all the responsibility
declare/s
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

having parental authority on behalf of minor son/daughter;
to have read the Autodromo’s General Rules, to accept them fully and undertaking to scrupulously abide by them. To have also read the
“Accident Policy” and “General Insurance Conditions”;
to have examined the condition of the circuit, the facilities and services offered by the Autodromo and to have found same to his/her complete
satisfaction;
the minor is in perfect physical and mental health and not having used substances (alcohol, drugs, medicines etc..) which could alter or maim
his/her capabilities;
taking full responsibility that the afore-mentioned car/motorcycle to be used for the test drive/ride is technically suitable and adequate for same;
to be aware of the risks and the possible damages caused to the minor;
to form the minor about the educational, safety and prudence rules requested during driving tests.

Authorize/s
The minor to take part of the driving tests as driver.

Exonerate/s
the Controlling Company, his organs and people in charge, from any or whatever interference and responsibility for same.
the refund of any possible damage caused, directly or indirectly to the facilities, to other drivers/riders, to anybody else’s mechanical means and to other
third parties whether they be spectators or members of the organization, will be his/her total and exclusive liability

Today on ____________________________
Father’s signature __________________________________________
Mother’s signature __________________________________________

This is a translation of the original italian text which is the one to be abided by.
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